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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Stunning New Book “The Return of Planet-X” Reveals How
This Brown Dwarf Star’s ‘Close-Pass’ to Earth in 2009 and
Again in 2012 Could Terrorize the Planet Changing Our Future
HORN LAKE, MS, January 5, 2009 — Futureworld Publishing International announces
the third addition of Ph.D., Jaysen Q. Rand’s alarming/best-selling/eye-opening new
book: — The Return of Planet-X and Its Effects on Mother Earth: A Natural Disaster
Survivor’s Manual. This important book is a must-read for all family members, parents, students,
government state/local officials/agencies and people of religious faith and Americans at large.
[$29.95 + S&H, paperback version, 342 pages, ISBN 978-0-9779209-1-4]
[$14.95 e-book version, 342 pages, ISBN 978-0-9779209-2-5]

Declaring that the 3,600-year orbit of Planet-X soon will make its first “close-pass” to
Earth through the solar system—possibly as early as 2009—Rand reveals how and why
this event could spark unspeakable planetary changes and untold horrors for our world.
“This [coming] calamity is relatively simple to understand, at least in concept,” Rand
writes. “Our hypothesis involves a large ‘celestial object’ (a large brown dwarf star),
periodically close-passing our world in space in 2009 and again in 2012 and, as it does,
this object’s massive electromagnetic gravitational field force causes enormous physical
changes to Earth’s topography . . . and occasionally, (in a truly worst case scenario)—
possibly altering Earth’s physical axis of rotation, with the end result triggering a
potentially catastrophic trans-global 180-degree pole shift. The present-day catastrophic
“Earth Changes” we're now experiencing 24/7 — are just the tip of the iceberg.”
Are all the ancient Mayan/Aztec/ Hopi/Navajo/Middle Eastern/religious prophecies
correct about the “Cosmic-End-Of-Time” on December 21, 2012? Rand explains that,
“Planet-X will not actually hit Earth, but that our planet, nonetheless, could be severely
damaged by this brown dwarf star’s close proximity. Planet-X’s initial pass through our
solar system will likely occur in 2009—with its second pass-through in December 2012.
“It could alter how the world mechanically rotates on its polar axis in space,” ...says
Rand. “This, in turn, could kindle 'massive planetary disasters' similar to Hurricanes
Andrew/David/Katrina/Rita/Bonnie/Dennis/Wilma—and much worse. Earth’s chaotic
weather patterns are now causing the worst spat of globally uncontrollable natural
disasters in the last 200 years with no end in sight for our home planet.”
– MORE –
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In clear, engrossing chapters, Rand explains that the Planet-X phenomenon has riveted the
attention of humankind for millennia. He reveals how this planet (actually a brown dwarf
star) was dubbed “Wormwood” in The Holy Bible (Revelation: Chapter 8, Verse 11), and
how the brown dwarf star’s likely previous “close-pass” of Earth cosmically coincided with
the Hebrew exodus from Egypt in 1447 B.C.E. under the biblical prophet Moses. Did God
somehow come to the aid of Moses in a mystical way still not understood even today?
He also explains how ‘Wormwood’ is depicted in ancient Sumerian pictographs, revered
Bible prophecies, and many lost legends of time from every known society of mankind.
Ultimately, Rand says, he wants to not only explain about Planet-X and its potentially
disastrous effects on us in 2009/2012, but also to help prepare us for its dire consequences.
“In chapter ten,” he says, “We’ll explore the many specific skills and items you should
consider acquiring as preparation for protecting yourself and your family against these
or other catastrophic events. Once disaster occurs, most, if not all, of today's modern
conveniences we take for granted may be stripped away instantly . . . Let New Orleans
[during and after Katrina] —prove it’s just you—and you alone—against Mother Nature
AND your fellow man!” Remember, say your prayers…be prepared for the future…”
“It’s 2007 in the 21st century. We’re now witnessing the dramatic effects of our
increased global warming, earthquakes, intense tropical storms, extended forest fire
seasons, much warmer winters and summers, plus drastic changes in all our planet’s
regular weather systems. Are we now experiencing what could be the forthcoming
countdown to a predicted pole shift event caused by Wormwood—P-X] in 2012?”
— Jaysen Q. Rand, Ph.D. from: The Return of Planet-X
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